### DAY 1: Monday, June 20

*Chair: Rebecca Lund & Reinert Skumsnes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.00-9.00</td>
<td>Registration w/coffee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9.00-9.45| **Welcome**  
- Bodil Niska Trio, featuring Bodil Niska on Saxophone, Magne Arnesen on piano and Stig Hvalryg on bass  
- Camilla Bruun Eriksen, Chair of the Nordic Association of Feminist and Gender Research  
- Beret Bråten, Deputy Director of the Centre for Gender Research, University of Oslo  
- Mette Halskov Hansen, Vice-Rector for Climate & the Environment and Cross-Disciplinarity at the University of Oslo  
- Thematic introduction and practical issues  
- Rebecca Lund and Reinert Skumsnes, The Organizing Committee  
  *Harald Schjelderups hus*  
  *Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus*  
  *See separate program*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |
| 9.45-10.45| **Keynote I:** Marianne Liljestrøm  
*All-embracing feminism: About epistemic habits and gestures within Nordic academic feminism*  
  *Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |
| 10.45-11.15| Coffee break  
  *Harald Schjelderups hus*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        |
| 11.15-12.45| Parallel sessions I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         |
| 12.45-13.45| Lunch  
  *Harald Schjelderups hus*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| 13.45-14.45| **Keynote II:** Amund Hoffart  
*The quest for the right metaphor in metacommentaries on intersectionality*  
  *Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus*  
  *See separate program*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               |
| 14.45-15.00| Coffee break  
  *Harald Schjelderups hus*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| 15.00-16.30| **Plenary panel I**  
*The gendered interactions between the global and the local: today’s challenges in the Arctic*  
  Chair/organizer: Hege K. Andreassen (Centre for Women’s and Gender Research, UiT Arctic University of Norway)  
  *Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |
| 17.00-18.00| Conference Reception  
  *Oslo City Hall*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
**DAY 2**: Tuesday, June 21  
*Chair: Kristin Engh Førde & Beatrice Halsaa*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9.00-10.00    | **Keynote III: Astri Dankertsen**  
*Fighting Colonial Erasure of Sámi Presence through Indigenous Feminist Perspectives*  
*Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus* |                                            |
| 10.00-10.30   | **Coffee break**                                                                          | *Harald Schjelderups hus*                |
| 10.30-12.00   | **Parallel sessions II**                                                                  | *See separate program*                   |
| 12.00-13.00   | **Lunch**                                                                                 | *Harald Schjelderups hus*                |
| 13.00-14.30   | **Plenary panel II**  
*Inconvenient attachments: Thinking and acting queerly with/after Berlant*  
*Chair/Organizer: Elisabeth L. Engebretsen and Elisabeth Stubberud (Centre for Gender Studies, University of Stavanger and Centre for Gender Research, Norwegian University of Science and Technology)*  
*Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus* |                                            |
| 14.30-15.00   | **Coffee break**                                                                          | *Harald Schjelderups hus*                |
| 15.00-16.30   | **Parallel sessions III**                                                                  | *See separate program*                   |
| 16.30-17.00   | **Coffee break**                                                                          | *Harald Schjelderups hus*                |
| 17.00-18.00   | **General Assembly: Nordic Association of Feminist and Gender Research**                   | *Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus*        |
| 19.30-        | **Conference Dinner**                                                                     | *Ekebergrestauranten*                     |
**DAY 3: Wednesday, June 22**

*Chair: Niels Nyegaard & Anna Young*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9.00-10.00 | Keynote IV: Raewyn Connell  
**Nordic feminist thought in a changing world gender order** (online)  
*Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus* |
| 10.00-10.15 | Coffee break  
*Harald Schjelderups hus* |
| 10.15-11.45 | Plenary panel III  
**Are We Free Yet? Imagining Black Feminist Futures through the Politics of the Ordinary**  
Chair/organizer: Lene Myong og Siri Ø. Sørensen (Centre for Gender Studies, University of Stavanger and Centre for Gender Research, Norwegian University of Science and Technology)  
*Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus* |
| 11.45-12.45 | Lunch  
*Harald Schjelderups hus* |
| 12.45-14.15 | Parallel sessions IV  
*See separate program* |
| 14.15-14.45 | Coffee break  
*Harald Schjelderups hus* |
| 14.45-16.15 | Plenary panel IV  
**Rethinking the Concept of “Race” in Gender Studies in the Nordic context** (hybrid)  
Chair/organizer: Redi Koobak (Centre for Women’s and Gender Research, University of Bergen)  
*Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus* |
| 16.15-16.30 | Coffee break  
*Harald Schjelderups hus* |
| 16.30-17.30 | Closing with Plenary panel V  
**Tensions and Potentials in Nordic Feminist and Gender Research**  
Chair/organizer: Stine H. Bang Svendsen (Nordic Association of Feminist and Gender Research)  
*Aud. 4, Harald Schjelderups hus* |
Parallel sessions I (June 20, 11.15 – 12.45)

1. Religion, gender and citizenship
   Chair/organizer: Line Nyhagen and Beatrice Halsaa
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Auditorium Small Talk
   - Louise Rognlien: Membership in “an Equal North”: Intersectionality and Femonationalism
   - Beatrice Halsaa & Line Nyhagen: Religious citizenship: a conceptual discussion
   - Anne Hege Grung: Religious gender politics in Norway: Are women negotiated away?
   - Torjer Andreas Olsen: Loud silence and whispering speech: On gender, ethnicity, and politics in Laestadianism

2. Gendered and sexual distinction – concepts and explorations
   Chair: Annamari Vitikainen
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2438 Logo
   - Reidar Jessen: Subjective experiences of gender dysphoria amongst transgender and gender non-conforming youth
   - Malin Ah-King: The Ontological Controversy over Sex Differences – a science study of evolutionary biology 1979-2021
   - Annamari Vitikainen: LGBTIQ+ rights and refugee admissions
   - Maria Darwish: Ecofascism, gender and the ‘laws of Nature’

3. Gender and sexuality in the archive: Methodological discussions
   Chair/organizer: Niels Nyegaard
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 3
   - Rikke Andreassen: Digging out reparative stories about female same-sex relations, lust and love.
   - Niels Nyegaard: The historical roots of the male homosexual closet in the early Danish welfare state, c. 1900-1950
   - Íris Ellenberger: Queer sexualities and genders in Icelandic manuscript collection
4. Gendered Tensions in Fieldwork, part I (hybrid)
Chair/organizer: Eli Melby and Kathinka Fossum Evertsen
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 2
- Eli Melby: Multi-sited pitfalls in the ethnographic study of a radical right/left social movement
- Julie Bauté: Strange Herbariums: A Field Philosopher in Tskaltubo (online)
- Shani Kuna: Female Researchers Contending with Sexual Harassment in Fieldwork

5. Making Spaces for and Discussing Trans Activism, Culture and Studies in the Nordic Context (hybrid)
Chair/organizer: Luca Tainio, Nico Miskow Friborg and Toby Odland
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 1
- Andria Nyberg Forshage: From (In)visibility to Imperceptibility: The Aesth/ethics of the Destitution of Gender (online)
- Levi Appleton: “How do we as Trans scholars and activists navigate working in and against the neoliberal university... Or, why should we?”
- Vilja Jaaksi: Activism and community around Finnish trans memes on Instagram
- france rose hartline: Messy trans experiences in Norway: Legal gender recognition (online)

6. What is a woman? A challenge in contemporary feminist theory
Chair/organizer: Johanna Sjöstedt
Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2452 Pascal
- Johanna Sjöstedt: Beauvoir and the Janus face of the “woman question”
- Sara Edenheim: Kvinnor under uppbrott. Wittig, Butler och samtidens dialektik
- Valgerður Pálmadóttir: From de-colonization of "woman" to women's human rights

7. Sextortion Introducing Corruption in Feminist Understandings of Sexual Violence, part I
Chair/organizer: Silje Lundgren, Åsa Eldén and Dolores Calvo
Room: Ole Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2465 Prolog
- Ortrun Merkle: Sextortion and SGBV during migration – two sides of the same coin?
- Matthew K. Gichohi, Monica Kirya & Carmeliza Rosario: Preventing sextortion through a feminist approach to anti-corruption
- Elin Bjarnegård, Åsa Eldén, Dolores Calvo & Silje Lundgren: Sexual Abuse of Authority: Taking Action against Sextortion in Tanzania

8. Challenging Anti-Gender Politics with Postcolonial, Feminist and Queer Theory, part I (hybrid)
Chair/organizer: Erika Alm, Elisabeth Lund Engebretsen and Diana Mulinari
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 3
- Anna Ratecka: The problematic activity of „Gender critical” feminists
- Jenny Andrine Madsen Evang: “Gender Ideology is Western Colonialism”: The Anti-Gender Ruse of Postcolonial Language
9. Love, Sex and Gender: Estonian Decadence and Modernism in Nordic and International Contexts  
Chair/organizer: Mirjam Hinrikus, Leena Kurvet-Käosaar, Eret Talviste and Merlin Kirikal  
Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 3438 Calm  
- Eret Talviste: Leida Kibuvits – a Peripheral Feminist and Modernist?  
- Merlin Kirikal: Contradictory Gendered Discourses in A. H. Tammsaare’s "Young Souls" (1909) and "Fly" (1917) and Johannes Semper’s "Chain of China" (1918) II  
- Mirjam Hinrikus: Contradictory Gendered Discourses in A. H. Tammsaare’s Young Souls (1909) and Fly (1917) and Johannes Semper’s Chain of China (1918) I  
- Zita Karkla: Intuitive Feminism in Contemporary Latvian Women's Writing

10. A crime too ordinary: reflections on ‘ordinary’ sexual violence in the Norwegian context  
Chair/organizer: Solveig Laugerud and Anette B. Hauge  
Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 3437 C  
- Anja Emilie Kruse, Hannah Helseth & Sibel Korkmaz: "But he’s so sad, I have to take care of him". Emotional contradictions in the narratives of young victims of sexual intimate partner violence  
- Solveig Laugerud & Anette B. Hauge: Unconscious or for other reasons unable to resist: sexual harms that are (un)-protected by the incapacitation requirement in Norwegian criminal law  
- Margunn Bjørnholt, Kari Stefansen & Anja Bredal: Sexual violence in intimate relations – some theoretical considerations  
- Hannah Helseth: What are the implications of being accused publicly for sexual violations under the umbrella of #metoo? What kind of discourses do the accused and those who publicly defend them draw on?

11. Intimate Partner Violence in Nordic Rural Areas (hybrid)  
Chair/organizer: Sofia Strid, Susanne Strand and Joakim Petersson  
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 4  
- Joakim Petersson & Susanne Strand: Rural differences in victim vulnerability and re-victimization of intimate partner violence (online)  
- Mona Kiil: It belongs to the house: Domestic violence and sexual abuse as everyday life in a coastal community in Northern Norway through older women’s stories  
- Esra Ummak, Salman Türkem & Deniz Akin: Understanding Intimate Partner Violence Among Ethnic and Sexual Minorities: Lived Experiences of Queer Women in Norway  
- Sofia Strid, Jenny Westerstrand, Astrid Carsbring, & Hans Ekbrand: Analysing variations in men’s violence against women and girls in urban and rural Sweden: a feminist criminological versus a feminist violence studies approach
12. Crippling intimacies, disrupting knowledge regimes: Challenges to gender studies theory and research

Chair/organizer: Julia Bahner, Linn Sandberg and Becky Nelson  
Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2269 Python  
- Becky Nelson: Peer-led sex education for and by people with intellectual disabilities: a feminist lens on non-governmental organizations’ (NGO) efforts in Sweden  
- Julia Bahner: Crippling Intersectionality: Expanding Sexuality Knowledge Across Disabilities and Beyond  
- Linn Sandberg: Stranger, Child, Animal, Other: sexual desire and the assymmetries of coupledom when living with Alzheimer’s disease

13. Masculinity as Assemblage: Tensions and potentials

Chair/organizer: Karen Hvidtfeldt, Michael Nebeling Petersen, Camilla Bruun Eriksen, Kristian Møller and Mie Birk Jensen  
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 6  
- Karen Hvidtfeldt: Masculinity as Assemblage: Tensions and Potentials. Introduction  
- Camilla Bruun Eriksen: Men’s Health in a Time of Compulsory Neoliberal-ableism  
- Kristian Møller: Pharmacopornographic innovations: the case of platformed chemsex porn  
Parallel sessions II (June 21, 10.30 – 12.00)

1. Transformations, Challenges and Potentials in Nordic Sport, part I
   Chair/organizer: Saara Isosomppi, Anna Adlwarth, Egil Trasti Rogstad and Anne Tjønndal
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Auditorium Small Talk
   - Anna Adlwarth: Enacting hyperandrogenism – A case of Norwegian media coverage
   - Saara Isosomppi: Football girls, friendships and shouting coaches: Mapping affectivity of play in Finnish organized youth sport
   - Sigbjørn Skirbekk: The gendering of elite football refereeing and the implementation of novel digital technologies – a scoping review

2. Racial Attachments Dis/organizing Kinship
   Chair/organizer: Riikka Prattes and Lene Myong
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2438 Logo
   - Rikke Andreassen & Ulrika Dahl: Queer kinship in Scandinavia and the entanglement of neoliberalism and biopolitics
   - Amalie Sehested Rom: Contemporary forced adoption policy in Denmark and Norway as biopolitical regulation of kinship in the welfare state
   - Jan-Therese Mendes: The Tyranny of Love, The Respite of Badness: Meditating on Black Mothers in Life and Art
   - Mons Bissenbakker & Lene Myong: Attachment as Racialization: Danish Mothers and Children in Detention Camps in Syria

3. Reproductive Tensions, Potentials and Injustices in the Nordic Region, part I
   Chair/organizer: Riikka Homanen
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 3
   - Anna Sofie Bach & Michala Hvidt Breengaard: Responsible Reproductive Citizenship? Negotiating the tension between a Danish ‘fertility awareness’ and the global climate crisis
   - Ingvill Stuvøy: Sustaining the Norwegian Welfare State The ‘green accounting’ of demographic change
   - Kristin Engh Førde: “Maybe one ACTUALLY can’t have it all?” Egg freezing and the hardships of combing heterosexual procreation with heterosexual partnering in a late modern welfare state

4. Gendered Tensions in Fieldwork, part II (hybrid)
   Chair/organizer: Eli Melby and Kathinka Fossum Evertsen
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 2
   - Kathinka Fossum Evertsen: Cooperating in the field: Untangling gender
   - Katarzyna Wojnicka: Inside and out: researching single migrant men in Europe through gender and citizenship status lens
   - Valentyna Shapovalova: (Nordic) Feminist Ethics in a (Russian) Study: Reflexivity and the Ongoing Autoethnographic Work
5. Legal frameworks, political reform and (re)shaping feminist ideas? (hybrid)

Chair: Beret Bråten  
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 1

- Sara Edenheim: Family Feminism: a study on Swedish feminist politics and research in relation to work, family, and the urgent needs of the present
- Anu Koivunen, Antti Kanner & Eetu Mäkelä: Same same but different: Non-discrimination as a political concept (online)
- Beret Bråten & Maja Feng Mikalsen: Discrimination and lack of inclusion – The impact of definitions on experiences in an academic Norwegian setting

6. Feminist Mobilisations and Resistance in Civil Society Responses to Covid-19 in the Nordic Countries

Chair/organizer: Sofia Strid  
Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2452 Pascal

- Shani Kuna: Emerging activists: Professional women resisting career shocks and workplace discrimination in the post COVID-19 Israeli labor market
- Lina Sandström: Gender inequality in the labour market during the Covid-19 pandemic: Feminist responses in the Nordic countries and beyond
- Sofia Strid, Ayşe Gül Altınyay & Roberto Cibin: Is there a Nordic feminist response to gender-based violence during the pandemic? Feminist mobilisations and resistances in civil society interventions to covid-19

7. Sextortion Introducing Corruption in Feminist Understandings of Sexual Violence, part II

Chair/organizer: Silje Lundgren, Åsa Eldén and Dolores Calvo  
Room: Ole Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2465 Prolog

- Silje Lundgren, Åsa Eldén, Dolores Calvo & Elin Bjarnegård: Consent or abuse of power? An analysis of two cases of sextortion in Norway and Sweden
- Silje Lundgren & Malin Wieslander: “I will approve your leave of absence if you sit on my lap”: Abuse of entrusted power in exchange for sexual favours in testimonies from the metoo call of the Swedish police force
- Brita Bjørkelø, Ulla-Carin Hedin, Eva Gemzøe Mikkelsen & Linda Lane: “Speak Up!” A practice-oriented research project on the prevention of Sexual Harassment (SUSH)

8. Challenging Anti-Gender Politics with Postcolonial, Feminist and Queer Theory, part II (hybrid)

Chair/organizer: Erika Alm, Elisabeth Lund Engebretsen and Diana Mulinari  
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 3

- Malte Breiding Hansen: Between Two Ills: Homonationalism, Gender Ideology and the Case of Denmark (online)
- Maria Brock: The fantasmatic role of the white child in anti-gender campaigns (online)
- Miša Stekl: On the AntiBlackness of (Anti-)Gender Ideology
9. Nordic Women and the Transnational Networks During the Cold War
   Chair/organizer: Yulia Gradskova and Heidi Kurvinen
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 3438 Calm
   - Yulia Gradskova: The Nordic women’s transnational connections on the opposite side of the Iron Curtain
   - Heidi Kurvinen: The International Congress of Women (1969) as a transnational contact point for Nordic women’s activists

    Chair/organizer: Rúna Í Baianstovu and Sofia Strid
    Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 3437 C
    - Siv-Britt Björktomta: Honour-based violence – a model of understanding a complex phenomenon
    - Rúna Í Baianstovu: Segregation and its consequences for honour-based norms and violence
    - Anika Liversage: Prying open the concept of honour based violence - investigating narratives of violence when ethnic minority women seek to divorce

    Chair/organizer: Alma Persson and Sanna Strand
    Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 4
    - Saskia Stachowitsch & Sanna Strand: Patriarchy and Progress: Tensions in the Gendered Politics of Military Conscription
    - Suvi Kouri: Transferable Skills of Finnish Military Cadets in Questions of Diversity among Conscripts

12. No rest for the crip killjoy: Making the case for criposiumologies in Nordic gender research
    Chair/organizer: Elisabet Apelmo, Christine Bylund and Mikael Mery Karlsson
    Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2269 Python
    - Christine Bylund: Disability as The Playground of the (Abled) Mind: Towards a critical discussion on disability in Nordic feminist studies
    - Elisabet Apelmo: Still waiting for the hand to be raised. On being crip killjoys at an ableist university
    - Mikael Mery Karlsson: No rest for the crip-killjoy: Crippling a ableist civil society
13. The Nordic histories of the AIDS epidemic, part I (hybrid)

Chair/organizer: Michael Nebeling Petersen and Mons Bissenbakker
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 6

- Jens Rydström & Lena Lennerhed: When the state won’t do. AIDS and civil society in Sweden 1982–2000
- Ketil Slagstad: The Amphibious Nature of AIDS Activism: Medical Professionals and Queer Communities
- Isa Dussauge: HIV/AIDS Activism and Spillovers in Drug Activism in 1990s’ Norway
Parallel sessions III (June 21, 15.00 – 16.30)

1. Transformations, Challenges and Potentials in Nordic Sport, part II
   Chair/organizer: Saara Isosomppi, Anna Adlwarth and Egil Trasti Rogstad
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Auditorium Small Talk
   - Espen Sjøberg & Raquel Wilner: Hearthstone esports and the representation of women
   - Egil Trasti Rogstad: Gendered experiences in mobile esports
   - Anne Tjønndal, Lucy Piggott & Jorid Hovden: Gender inclusion in Norwegian eSports organisations

2. Empty

3. Reproductive Tensions, Potentials and Injustices in the Nordic Region, part II
   Chair/organizer: Anna Sofie Bach
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 3
   - Maj Hedegaard Heiselberg: Unfit for Motherhood? Danish Fat Women Fighting for Fertility Treatment in the Danish Healthcare System
   - Riikka Homanen: The gamete donor register as kinship device and technology of belonging: State-organized openness in the Nordic context of transnational egg donation
   - Guro Korsnes Kristensen & Katrine Rønning Larsson: To Breed or Not to Breed – Is that the Question? Narratives about Reproductive Choices and Plans in Times of Climate Change

4. Focus on Motherhood and Mothering, part I
   Chair/organizer: Jenny Säilävaara and Armi Mustosmäki
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 2
   - Katariina Mäkinen: Negotiating mothers’ citizenship: home care allowance in Finnish journalistic news media from 1998 to 2018
   - Kjersti Aarstein: Depictions of Labour in Norwegian Contemporary Literature
   - Jenny Säilävaara & Hanna-Mari Ikonen: Mothering and in-work-poverty

5. Empty

6. Gendering the Nordic Past: tensions and potentials in narratives of past gender, part I
   Chair/organizer: Unn Pedersen, Marianne Moen and Elisabeth Aslesen
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2452 Pascal
   - Ásta Kristín Benediktsdóttir: Queer masculinities in Icelandic post-war fiction
   - Elisabeth Aslesen: A dagger of the mind. Changing power structures and the embodiment of gender in the Norwegian Iron Age
   - Lisbeth Skogstrand: Now what? Gendering the past in a changing present
   - Marianne Moen: The Ungendered Vikings? How Gendered Identities in the Vikings Age Reaffirm Ideals of Binary Gender
7. Empty

8. Ideology or Science?
   
   Chair/organizer: Vanja Carlsson, Evelina Johansson Wilén and Johan Söderberg
   
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 3

   - Evelina Johansson Wilén: Gender perspectives equals quality? An analysis of the arguments for and against the integration of sex and/or gender as an assessment criterion in the Swedish research councils
   - Johan Söderberg: An analysis of claims to objectivity of the defenders of science
   - Vanja Carlsson: Requirements of sex and gender perspectives in research proposals: tensions between control and autonomy in Swedish research policy

9. Queering Gender, Sex and Sexuality Perspectives from the Global South
   
   Chair/organizer: Laura Stark
   
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 3438 Calm

   - Rukaya Al Zayani: Queering Narration of Technology-facilitated Violence against the Queer Community in Turkey
   - Signe Arnfred: Sexual diversity: Re-thinking sexuality from fieldwork in Africa
   - Laura Stark: Position logics as a dimension of non-heteronormative identities in urban Tanzania

    
    Chair/organizer: Rúna í Bæinastovu and Sofia Strid
    
    Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 3437 C

    - Sofia Strid & Rúna Í Bæinastovu: Violence, honour and intersectionality. Researching the expressions, prevalence and patterns of honour-based violence in Sweden
    - Åsa Eldén: Violence in the name of honour – a Swedish narrative

    
    Chair/organizer: Alma Persson and Sanna Strand
    
    Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 4

    - Alma Persson: One of the boys? Gender relations and the spatial organizing of military work
    - Brita Bjørkelo, Johanna Hjertquist, Tatanya Ducran Valland, Tanja Nordberg, Pål Winnæss & Marie-Louise Damen: The need to belong: at work
    - Jennie Brandén: In the name of safety: unpacking the governmentalties of local safety practices in Sweden
12. Nordic Feminist Fat Studies
Chair/organizer: Hannele Harjunen and Lene Bull Christiansen
Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2269 Python
- Hannele Harjunen: Gender and Weight-based Discrimination in Finland
- Dina Amlund: The Ascetic Ideal and what has become of it: Nietzsche’s Ascetic Priest read with Paul Tillich and WHO
- Salli-Sofia Ritola: Burlesque and the defining of the body

13. The Nordic histories of the AIDS epidemic, part II (hybrid)
Chair/organizer: Michael Nebeling Petersen and Mons Bissenbakker
Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 6
- Michael Nebeling Petersen & Camilla Bruun Eriksen: How to have a study of an epidemic
- Dirk Gindt: Viral Networks: Performing HIV and AIDS in the Swedish Welfare State (online)
Parallel sessions IV (June 22, 12.45 – 14.15)

1. Empty

2. Empty

3. Methodological explorations and strategies in feminist research

   Chair: Lilli Mittner
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 3

   • Lilli Mittner: Stages of transformation in feminist research
   • Anna Yates: The intersectional nature of white, middle-class women's fears in Stockholm, Sweden
   • Marie Dalby: Reading video games: Queer theory and feminist methodology in game studies

4. Focus on Motherhood and Mothering, part II

   Chair/organizer: Jenny Säilävaara and Armi Mustosmäki
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 2

   • Stine Willum Adrian: Leaking milk, and falling hair: Embodied experiences and technological remaking’s of becoming a mother to a dead child
   • Maria H. Eriksson: Digital enactments of maternity in a neoliberal age: Pregnancy, childbirth, and motherhood on Swedish Instagram-accounts
   • Armi Mustosmäki and Tiina Sihto: The affective dissonances in accounts of regretful mothers

5. Feminist knowledge production and publishing – feminist journals’ role in the current academic and political landscape (hybrid)

   Chair/organizer: Erika Alm, Anna Sofie Bach, Michael Nebeling Petersen, Katarzyna Wojnicka and Ingvil Førland Hellstrand
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Auditorium 1

   • Erika Alm: lambda nordica
   • Anna Sofie Bach: NORA
   • Michael Nebeling Petersen: Kvinde, Køn & Forskning
   • Katarzyna Wojnicka: NORMA
   • Ingvil Førland Hellstrand: Tidsskrift for kjønnsforskning

6. Gendering the Nordic Past: tensions and potentials in narratives of past gender, part II

   Chair/organizer: Unn Pedersen, Marianne Moen and Elisabeth Aslesen
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 2452 Pascal

   • Reinert Skumsnes: Historical bodies and onto-epistemological boundaries in motion
   • Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir: Textiles and Texts - Gender and the Historiography of Nordic Monasticism
   • Unn Pedersen: Gendering Oseberg
7. Empty

8. Blurred divisions or deepened contradictions

   Chair: Rebecca Lund
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 3

   - Mathias Klitgård: Reworking Dead Labour in Queer Death Studies
   - Rebecca Lund & Helene Aarseth: Rethinking Historical Materialist Feminism and its Psychological Conceptions
   - Oda Davanger: The Politics of Being Seen

9. Transnational dimensions of radical solidarities

   Chair/organizer: Ramona Dima and Elisabeth Lund Engebretsen
   Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 3438 Calm

   - Maria Mayerchyk & Olga Plakhotnik: Pride Contested: Geopolitics of Liberation at the Buffer Periphery of Europe
   - Ramona Dima: Why do Eastern Europeans worry? Transnational solidarities in the face of anti-gender politics
   - Simona Dumitriu: On wilfulness and belonging: an auto ethnographical reading of Sara Ahmed’s “Wilful Subjects”
   - Maja Pan: What does feminist radical solidarity look like? Some post Yugoslav perspectives
   - Teri Szűcs: Art on Care: the Queerness of Intimacy

10. Economic and Sexualised Abuse: New Perspectives

    Chair: Linnéa Bruno and Sofia Strid
    Room: Ole-Johan Dahls hus, Seminarrom 3437 C

    - Linnéa Bruno: Economic abuse from child and youth perspectives. A review of the literature
    - Linnéa Bruno & Sofia Strid: Men’s economic abuse towards female intimate partners and ex-partners in Sweden: Findings from a national survey
    - Roni Rosenberg: Freedom of speech and Revenge Porn – A Comparative Perspective
11. Gender, sexuality and intersecting inequality (hybrid)
   
   Chair: Anika Liversage  
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 4  

   - Raquel Wilner & Espen Sjøberg: Gender inequality in the Norwegian art market  
   - Anika Liversage: Who should do it? Conundrums and conflicts over care in Turkish migrant families with older members  
   - Esra Ummak, Ezgi Toplu-Demirtas, Amber L. Pope & Jeffry Moe: The influence of internalized heterosexism on life satisfaction (online)  
   - Josefin Olsson: Vulnerable Masculinity for sustainable futures?

12. Empty

13. The Nordic histories of the AIDS epidemic, part III (hybrid)
   
   Chair/organizer: Michael Nebeling Petersen and Mons Bissenbakker  
   Room: Harald Schjelderups hus, Seminarrom 6  

   - Tony Sandset: "PrEP as Pharmakon: Discourses of freedom, risk, and responsibility"  
   - Kristian Møller & Chase Ledin: Viral Hauntology: Spectres of AIDS in hook-up app sexual health disclosure designs
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